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Visitors Can View:
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM DESIGNED
FOR TROY-MIAMI COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
DAYTON, Ohio, April 21, 1976 --- An advanced solar heating system for the
new Troy-Miami County Public Library has been d~signed by the University of
Dayton Research Institute.
The solar heating system will supply the 23,000 sq. ft. building with
three-fourths of its heating needs. A unique display is planned for the library
lobby to demonstrate how the system works.
Funded by the federal Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA),
the solar project will be a joint effort by the library, the Aerospace Mechanical
Division of the University of Dayton Research Institute and the architectual
f t rm of Richard Levin Associates, and tr.emechanical engineering f f rnr.of Heapy
and Associates.
Of 308 proposals submitted to ERDA for this solar demonstration program
34 projects will be ~unded in 22 states. The Troy-Miami County Public
Library project was the only project selected for Ohio.
"Our task at the Research Institute," explains Dr. Norman Hecht, "is to
t .csign an efficient solar heating system and monitor the system's performance
once it is installed.
"In addition to developing an innovative heating system for the library,
realistic and reliable performace data from this project will aid architects,
contractors, and mechanical engineering firms in the eventual development of
effective solar heating systems for commercial and residential use."
The heating system for the library in Troy will make use of advanced glass
solar collectors manufactured by Owens-Illinois, Inc. These collectors, which
will cover 3,617 sq. ft. of the library roof, are constructed with a series of
Gl ass tubes through which water folws. The water is heated by the sun's rays
and will provide heat for the library's needs.
These collectors can also be used to drive solar-powered water chillers
for cooling, However, these processes are still in the development stage and
vlill not be used in this proj ect.
Installation of the system is expected by April 1977. This demonstration
project is expected to be conducted over a five-year period.
Ohio's climate is of particular interest to solar researchers in this
project because it is typical of that in which most Americans live and work.
Nearly two-thirds of the nation's population is located within a 600-mile radius
of the Troy area.
In addition to issuing reports and preparing a system manual, the Research
Institute is planning seminars, workshops, and short courses as well as formal
academic programs to train professionals, tradesmen, and consumers. UD graduate and undergraduate students will take part in the design and analysis phases
of the solar program.
The library will not only maintain the lobby display on the solar heating
system but a section of the library will consist of a collection of periodicals,
documents and books on energy. These will be updated continuously as the
technology developes.
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"The idea of using solar power certainly is not new," according to Dr. Hecht.
"The Egyptians used it for irrigation and we have pictures of solar collectors
dating back to 1890's. During the 1920's and 1930's solar collectors for
water heating were used to a considerable extent in the south.
Dale Whitford will direct the project for the Aerospace Mechanical Division
of the UD Research Institute. Dr. John Minardi with Dr. Henry Chuang of UD's
Mechanical Engineering department will be responsible for the design of the
solar heating system.
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